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FIBER Festival 2012 connects digital art with
contemporary club-culture and enacts the
in-between.
Audiovisual network festival FIBER is preparing to once again merge different
worlds into one unified interdisciplinary experience of (visual) art and music.
The second edition of FIBER Festival will take place March 24th 2012 at ‘De
Verdieping’, the basement of the renowned venue TrouwAmsterdam. Tickets are
available in online presale at fiberfestival.nl and can be bought at the door during
the event.
The festival invites young talent, established artists and curious visitors to
meet, showcase and share their views, expertise, enthusiasm and experience.
The programme - one day and one night - reflects a sincere passion for deep
electronic sounds, innovative visuals and the power of network environments,
connections established by fiberglass. Besides the immersive relation between
image and sound, the addictive power of new media technology enhances the
festival experience as a whole.
Same as last year, the festival is divided into three parts; EXPO, DAY and NIGHT.
EXPO is the continuous exhibition with installations and performance elements.
The DAY programme features installations, lectures/presentations, and
performances. NIGHT is the club night with integrated visual performances and
electronic music brought by DJ’s and live acts.
The music line-up for the NIGHT programme is a mix of established artists
and fresh talents: Lebanese Morphosis (Morphine Records), Rotterdam based
Frustrated Funk figure Klen and the upcoming collective ESHU from Nijmegen,
next to Dubberdink (FIBER) and Mattikk (Nachtwerk, Amsterdam).
New to the festival is the Databooth; an ongoing experiment which tries to capture
different types of signals, visualises them, and makes them available in packages
for everyone to use. It enables the audience - present and remote - to participate
and translate themselves into an artistically present entity. Next to the Databooth
FIBER’s new online platform fiber-space.nl extends FIBER into the digital domain.
The second edition of FIBER Festival carries the theme “Sharing Signals; enacting
the in-between”, an open approach of the sharing of knowledge and creating
collaboratively. With this approach, different disciplines collide, borders between
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audience and artist fade, ideas develop and new perspectives and experiences
emerge. On this basis FIBER hopes to create new views, establish
new connections and develop new grounds for future projects.”
Tickets, more information and updates on the festival and it’s lineup are available
at our festival website www.fiberfestival.nl.
Ticket prices (excl. handling fees) are:
€ 7 for DAY (EXPO + DAY / 14:00 - 20:00)
€ 15 for NIGHT (EXPO + clubnight / 21:00 - 05:00)
€ 20 for FULL ( EXPO + DAY + NIGHT / 14:00 - 05:00)
NIGHT and FULL tickets also give entrance to the upstairs programme at
TrouwAmsterdam, hosted by ‘Imprint’
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Contact information
General info
info@fiberfestival.nl
Press info
Sietse van der Meer - press@fiberfestival.nl
Partners / Sponsors
Lotte Rensen - lotte@fiberfestival.nl
Director
Jarl Schulp - jarl@fiberfestival.nl
Online
website festival: http://www.fiberfestival.nl
twitter: @fiberfestival
facebook: http://www.fiberfestival.nl/facebook
vimeo video gallery: http://www.vimeo.com/fiberfestival
website FIBER Space: http://www.fiber-space.nl
Offline
FIBER foundation
Adress: Jacob van Wassenaar Obdamstraat 20-3, 1057 JR Amsterdam (NL)
Phone: 0031(0) 641235624
KVK: 50706497
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